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INTRODUCTION

Astrolocality Maps are a method for quickly assessing certain features of your horoscope if you are considering a visit or move to anywhere in the world other than your birthplace. Because your horoscope changes when you change residence, certain planets will be in higher focus than others in different parts of the world. "Focus" in a horoscope is determined in this instance by planets conjuncting (or forming other aspects to) the four angles (ASC, MC, Desc, IC) of the horoscope.

Each of these angles is associated with certain general areas in your life. Following are some key words for the four angles.

Ascendant: self-expression, identity, appearance, personal action, natural drive, sense of self, physical energy and assertion.

Midheaven: career, status, drive for power, worldly ambitions, contribution to society, public life, authority figures and reputation.

Descendant: partners, other people, close associates, qualities you face in relationships, desire for balance and harmony, aesthetic instincts.

IC: home, family, nurturing figures, dependency needs, domestic environment, caretaking instincts, compassion, emotional base.

If you ordered the "work" interpretation, this report will interpret planets aspecting your Midheaven in Astrolocality. If you ordered the "self" interpretation, this report will analyze the planets aspecting your ASC in Astrolocality. If you ordered the "home" interpretation, this report will discuss planets aspecting your IC in Astrolocality, while "relationship" interpretations look at planets aspecting the DESCENDANT.

In addition, this report lists any major cities which are near a line of planetary focus. (A planetary focus can be seen as radiating out from that planet’s line on the Astrolocality Map. Thus, it is not limited to only one city, but will encompass an area running around 75 miles on each side of the planetary line.)

Your natal chart is very important. If you put a planet in high focus which has many tension aspects in your natal horoscope, you are likely to face challenges and have to work to integrate the themes and issues of that planet (but may build strong mental, emotional and spiritual muscles in that regard). If, on the other hand, you put a planet in high focus which has many harmony aspects in your horoscope, you are likely to find matters flowing more smoothly (but could sometimes overdo or be excessive). Thus, this report will also note if any of the planets connected to your focus area of choice are VERY harmoniously or VERY challengingly configured in your natal (birth) horoscope.

Remember that there is no such thing as a "perfect" or "ideal" horoscope. Every horoscope has a mixture of positive and negative (or easy and challenging) patterns. And, tension is a part of life. If we had no friction, we wouldn't grow and develop! So, in questions of relocation, you are dealing with issues of priority. You must decide what is most important to you. (You have done so in this report by ordering a focus on love, work, self, or home.) And, you must decide where you want more harmony, and where you are willing to work with some challenges. (The planetary aspects will help reveal that.)

An Astrolocality Map is used primarily for an overview, however, to gain a sense of areas which might be of interest to you. If you are seriously considering a move, you should look at your actual Relocation Chart (your whole horoscope) for the city to which you are considering relocating. It will give you more detail about the strengths and weaknesses of your horoscope in that location.

The Sun is square the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Rochester, NY; Altoona, PA; Lynchburg, VA.

Authorities may challenge your need to shine, or may clash with you in regard to recognition, attention or issues of control. Perhaps your status is at odds with your self-esteem or inner pride.

Your power drive might compete with your inner child. Work may clash with play. Your pride or need to be a star may challenge career aspirations. Love needs may compete with your ambitions. Your reality quotient could vie with your speculative side and you might feel torn between safety and risk-taking instincts.

It may seem difficult to meet both your creative needs and career ambitions. Perhaps vocational success seems "dull" and you find it difficult to direct your life force toward realism. You could experience a "forced choice" between excitement and career drives.

Your reality quotient may feel incompatible with your inner child (your desire to laugh, to play, to take chances and be spontaneous). It might seem difficult to satisfy your pride and your practicality. It may be challenging to satisfy both your desire for lasting, tangible results and your risk-taking instincts. It may take effort to satisfy both your love needs and your work drives.

The Sun is sextile the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Chihuahua, Mexico; El Paso, TX; Albuquerque, NM.

Power feeds your self-esteem here. You feel most energized when in charge. Leaders or authority figures may assist you in career advancement. Your willingness to risk can help you to gain status. Your creativity augments your authority. Your dynamism, star quality and pride can reinforce your power drive and add to your success.
Your inner child harmonizes with your vocational aspirations. Your worldly aspirations harmonize with your fun-loving spirit; you know when to work and when to play. Your drive for excitement may enhance your vocational accomplishments. Loved ones can assist your career development.

Your status may be fed by your need to shine. Your reality quotient harmonizes with your speculative side and risk-taking. You can meld competence and confidence here.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Kelowna, BC, Canada; Santa Barbara, CA; Fresno, CA; Reno, NV; Yakima, WA.

Your authority needs may conflict with your drive to nurture. Your drive for power could compete with your vulnerabilities. You may feel torn between gentle compassion and forceful pragmatism. Authority figures might clash with nurturing figures in your life. Emotions might war with practicality, or moods clash with your drive for power and control. Anxieties could affect your work performance; build security for yourself.

Your emotional needs may compete with your career aspirations. Your professional duties may compete with your desire for a home and family. Women, family or emotional issues could clash with your professional needs. Your nesting urges may compete with your achievement drives. Your work may seem to take you away from your family (and vice versa). You may feel torn between dominance and dependency, or compassion and pragmatism. It may seem difficult to combine nurturing and authority roles, or home and career. You need a synthesis of domesticity and outer-world attainments.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Eau Claire, WI; Cedar Rapids, IA; Monroe, LA; Duluth, MN; Jefferson City, MO; Little Rock, AR; Rochester, MN.

Your habit patterns may assist your career here. Your need for security could support your quest for authority. Your emotions may help you to handle your responsibilities. Your receptivity may enhance your authority.

You can comfortably combine compassion and pragmatism. You can be caring as well as capable, integrating strength and gentleness. Your caretaking instincts may aid your career, or nurturing figures could contribute to your status.

Family and professional matters may enhance each other. You can harmonize emotional needs and realism, keeping family and career mutually supportive. Women, emotions, family or your home could contribute to your career. Your drive to nurture could harmonize with your vocational aspirations.

Your career ambitions may amplify your security needs. You may seek safety through power. You can be compassionate as well as competent and your caring instincts could enhance your contribution to society. Women, emotional matters, food, shelter, clothing, or basic commodities could contribute to your material success. Your emotional warmth may be a factor in your achievements.

Mercury is square the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: San Luis Potosi, Mexico; Amarillo, TX.

Authorities may clash with your thinking and/or communicating. Your perceptiveness or awareness may bother authorities. Media clashes or power plays around information may affect your work. Logic may not offer your best route to success. Youthful attitudes may clash with older, experienced approaches. Maintaining objectivity regarding your own authority (or toward authority figures) may be a challenges.

Your practical/serious side may compete with your lighthearted side. Your career aspirations may clash with your social needs or desire for variety. Your capacity to be flippant may not blend with your ambitions. Vocational aspirations may seem at odds with odds with informal learning and exploration. You may feel torn between adaptability and flexibility versus structure. Casual curiosity may seem incompatible with your serious, dedicated desire for success, as knowledge-seeking could pull you away from professional demands. Mental restlessness could challenge your drive to accomplish something tangible. (You may get bored easily with your duties.) Learning through observation may seem to clash with learning through experience; both are essential.

Your critical/realistic side might inhibit your urge to communicate. Your need to control could compete with your adaptability and flexibility. Relatives might clash with your career drives or status needs. You or a relative might choose to pursue power rather than using logic or rationality.

Power issues may affect commercial transactions. Transportation snafus could affect your career. Paperwork may seem an impediment to your professional aspirations. You are learning to integrate lighthearted detachment and serious pragmatism, to achieve while continuing to expand your base of knowledge.

Mercury is trine the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Quebec, QU, Canada; Providence, RI; Manchester, NH; Concord, NH; Montpelier, VT.

Social contacts could contribute to your professional
success. Your career aspirations can be aided by your communication skills. Your information-gathering skills will aid your ability to take charge. Your adaptability and flexibility can enhance your career. Relatives might assist your career ambitions. Your willingness to learn aids and abets your vocational advances.

You can be objective about power issues. Dexterity/listening/talking may enhance your status. Your vocational ambitions can be furthered through logical reasoning. The media, business or finger dexterity could enhance your career. You can learn from experience as well as vicariously. Authority figures may assist your learning. Your status can be enhanced through objectivity, openness and learning.

Your mind can make a contribution to society here. Your capacity to learn may augment your authority. Your drive for power may reinforce your perceptiveness, encouraging your use of logic and mental skills. Your skill at comparing and contrasting may enhance your dealings with authority. Your thinking and mental skills can raise your status.

Venus is square the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: San Jose, CA; Everett, WA; Seattle, WA; San Francisco, CA; Tacoma, WA; Eugene, OR.

Having authority yourself or your relationships with authority figures may compete with your drive for pleasure, comfort, or ease. Perhaps hard work is at odds with relaxation. You may feel your ambitions do not leave time for pleasure-seeking, or be too comfortable and laid-back to drive for the top.

Reality demands may conflict with your need for tangible beauty, or with your financial prospects, or with your desire for pleasure. Status needs could clash with being sweet and affectionate. Women may challenge you vocationally. Practical matters may compete with sensual indulgences. Your partner (or desire for love) may compete with your ambitions.

Authorities may clash with your beauty needs. Your power drives may seem incompatible with courtesy, affection or relationships. Power and pleasure may seem incompatible. Duties may clash with pleasures. Reality may seem at odds with kindness and gentleness. Financial strains and adjustments may be necessary in your career. You are learning to integrate love and work, ease and effort, acceptance and achievement.

Venus is trine the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Shreveport, LA; Mankato, MN; Beaumont, TX; St Cloud, MN; Ft Smith, AR; Kenora, ON, Canada.

Your desire for pleasure may contribute to your achievement of ambitions. Beauty skills may assist your vocational aspirations. Women could contribute to your career efforts or status. Your sensuality or pleasure-seeking might further your career. Material goods and resources may support your career efforts. Authorities may assist your financially. Sweetness can enhance your authority or increase your status.

Your career aspirations may contribute to your comfort or ease. You can be realistic in regard to pleasure-seeking, but are apt to seek tangible measurements of success (material goodies). You can be practical about money. Your desire for comfort could contribute to your realism, although you may sometimes prefer being laid-back to laboring.

Authority or authority figures could feed your drive for pleasure. Your desire for stability/predictability may strengthen your drive for power. You may enjoy high status or seek the “good things” of life. Talent for tangible beauty could raise your status. Good financial prospects are possible in your career. Partners might assist your career or contribute to your position in society.

Mars is square the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Altoona, PA; Raleigh, NC; Buffalo, NY; Lynchburg, VA; Toronto, ON, Canada.

You may clash with authority figures. Limits may incite your anger. Your authority instincts could compete with your loner instincts. Your immediate impulses might conflict with the need for careful planning; you may need to strive for patience. Your desires may be at odds with power needs. Your career aspirations may conflict with independence. Assertive drives can compete with a desire for status. Reality demands might compete with personal assertion. What you want may clash with the rules/regulations of society.

You probably feel restless in terms of your work, unsure you want to settle down. Your independent side may put you at odds with authority (authorities). You could feel ambivalent about going your own way versus taking charge. Males may challenge your career aspirations. Spontaneity may vie with disciplined control in your life. Assertion issues will affect your career. Status issues may arouse your anger. Your personal will may feel at odds with reality demands. You may be pulled between speed and caution.

You are learning to be as independent and self-expressive as possible within the practical limitations of the world, especially in regard to career and status. This means neither giving up too soon (afraid to try) nor pushing too hard (against the stone wall of reality). You need to establish what truly is possible for yourself and DO it.

Mars is trine the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following city: Albuquerque, NM.
Having authority or your relationships with authority figures may feed your self-assertion and expression. Your spontaneous instincts incline toward power and authority. Assertion may further your career, and independence could be a vocational asset. Your immediate impulses may enhance your status. Men may contribute to your career. Your courage and pioneering spirit can make a contribution to the world.

You can blend spontaneity and control. You can balance speed and caution. You can get along with authority figures and the rules of the game. You know how to balance immediate impulses and planned responsibilities. You know how to get what you want within the rules of the game (of life).

You will be most satisfied when putting something of yourself into your work. You can be highly motivated to achieve if you are able to do your own thing vocationally.

________

**Jupiter is sextile the Midheaven.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Harrisburg, PA; Richmond, VA; Rochester, NY; Altoona, PA.

Authorities may support your ideals and goals. You may agree with power figures in regard to morality, beliefs and principles. Authorities may support your world view. You may experience "lucky breaks" by instinctively taking advantages of opportunities.

Your beliefs and values may further your career. Your quest for the truth could be a professional asset. Your philosophy, religion, or education could contribute to your vocation. Faith and optimism may enhance your career aspirations. Your searching and seeking can contribute to your professional accomplishments. You may expect a lot from your job, yourself as a worker or the concept of achievement.

Your faith and optimism may contribute to your status. Your enlarged perspective may enhance your societal position. A willingness to risk could raise your status, although you may sometimes overreach—seeking more than is possible. Seeking the best and the highest can contribute to your reputation and place in the world. Optimism and a willingness to explore may raise your status.

A drive for power may fuel your seeking, exploring side. Your sense of power and/or competence may be fed by your ideals, goals and faith. You can blend optimism and pessimism. Your ideals and goals are likely to be in harmony with reality. Your aspirations tend to harmonize with the demands of the real world. You can be idealistic and realistic, envisioning and also manifesting. Your practicality feeds your faith (and vice versa). In its highest form, you can make dreams into reality.

________

**Saturn is sextile the Midheaven.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Lynchburg, VA; Toronto, ON, Canada; Hamilton, ON, Canada; Roanoke, VA; Pittsburgh, PA; Miami, FL.

You may clash with authorities over issues of control or discipline here. Disagreements about responsibilities could affect your career. Power figures may seem to block or frustrate you, until you achieve a sense of your own strength and abilities. Doubting or self-critical instincts could affect your vocational life. The wisdom of experience is not always appropriate in your work; sometimes you need to go in a different direction. You need to work at being practical about career demands—neither taking on more than your fair share, nor giving up and not trying. You could feel ambivalent about your level of commitment in your work.

Over or underdoing sensible limits could affect your status ambitions. Too much or too little effort may threaten your worldly attainments. Your desire for safety and solidity may be at odds with your vocational needs. Your status ambitions may be challenged by practical demands and duties.

You could feel ambivalent about status needs or power drives. You may be unsure how much you want to seek safety, solidity, power, control or authority. You are learning to do what you can, avoiding the extremes of overdrive (carrying the world on your back) and self-blocking (afraid to try, convinced you’ll be blocked or fail anyway). Tangible results feed your sense of success and capacity to do more.

________

**Saturn is square the Midheaven.**

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect.

Your sense of responsibility can contribute to your career. Your practicality can be a vocational asset. Your willingness to learn through doing may assist your career. Your executive instincts may further your work accomplishments. Your discipline and willingness to work assist your career development. Your ability to understand essential limits can contribute to your work. Authorities may assist your vocational ambitions. You can plan well to work your way to the top.

Your pragmatism may help you in your status ambitions. Your sense of responsibility can help you gain power and control in the world. Your power drive can contribute to your worldly attainments. You have a good sense of when to consolidate your gains. You learn well through apprenticeship and experience. You appreciate tangible results and focus on accomplishment. You are more sensible, grounded, dedicated and dutiful in this area. You work well in systems, structures and orderly situations.

________

**Uranus is trine the Midheaven.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Biloxi, MS; Gulfport, MS; Thunder Bay, ON, Canada;
Hattiesburg, MS; Madison, WI; Peoria, IL; Merida, Mexico; Springfield, IL; Memphis, TN.

Your individuality may assist your work. The future and "cutting edge" could contribute to you professionally. Your inventiveness could be a career asset. An open mind facilitates your practical achievements. The unexpected, technology, groups, astrology, or the unusual could contribute to your professional accomplishments. Your objectivity and detachment can further you vocationally. Your work might contribute to humanitarian or new age causes and/or principles. Your feel for the future may enhance your vocational opportunities.

Your need for freedom can fuel your status ambitions. Your willingness to be different may help you deal with duties and responsibilities. Humanitarian instincts might enhance your worldly accomplishments.

Authorities may reinforce your originality and new perspectives. Your inventiveness may aid relationships with authorities. You can be objective and detached about your career and status. You can bring together the old and the new for best results. You can blend conventionality and unconventionality, knowing when to follow the rules and when to break them. You can integrate openness and structure, stability and change.

Neptune is opposite the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Richmond, VA; Rochester, NY; Altoona, PA.

You have an intense connection to the world of the sublime in this area. You may have strong talent for beauty, aesthetics, healing or anything compassionate and inspired. You are apt to be quite sensitive, and may pick up feelings (even illnesses) from others. You need to practice "psychic self-protection" by knowing when to close the invisible door between yourself and others. (Illness is also possible if you deny your dependency needs--an unconscious route to getting some tender, loving care.) You naturally flow into an empathic connection with all of humanity, but need to be sure any "savior" tendencies are not carried to the extreme of martyrdom. Your spirit is fed through art, and through assisting others, but you must also take time alone to process your feelings, and be sure that you choose people who will give you support as well as receiving yours.

You may bounce between too much idealism and too much realism, between excessive compassion and too much pragmatism. Your magical, mystical, visualizing capacity may not seem to fit into the "real world" yet you need to combine intuition and reality-testing (material proofs). Your imagination can contribute to your vocation and your visualizing skills can be an asset for you on the job.

Authorities may be at odds with your dreamy, imaginative side and you could feel torn between taking control and letting life happen on faith. You are learning to balance your merging, unifying side with an awareness of material limits and boundaries. You are learning when to dream and when to work.

Pluto is trine the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Augusta, GA; Havana, Cuba; Tampa, FL; St Petersburg, FL.

Your intensity may assist your career ambitions. Your organizational skills could aid your professional development. You could have excellent abilities in the business world and in research. Mates or partners may further your work in the world. Your self-discipline and self-control can be vocational assets. You may have an instinct for nuances, shades of meaning, and nonverbal cues. You could be a skilled negotiator and bargainer (perhaps even to the point of manipulation or emotional blackmail). You may have talent for working with money and investments.

You want to build things to LAST here. You tend to have good endurance and followthrough, coping well in difficult situations. You can be more thorough, purposeful, organized and loyal here. Your practicality can enhance your dealing with shared resources and pleasures in this region.

Chiron is sextile the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Dayton, OH; Tallahassee, FL; Atlanta, GA; Lexington, KY; Cincinnati, OH; Lansing, MI; Columbus, GA; Ft Wayne, IN; Chattanooga, TN.

Your willingness to take risks can enlarge your career success here. An attraction to far horizons could enrich your work. You may sometimes want more than is possible from your job, yourself as a worker or the work ethic. Your urge to know more may expand your power base in this region. Your quest for truth and meaning may augment your sense of authority. Your intellectual openness could enhance your status.

Mentors may assist your ability to seek spiritual, metaphysical, religious answers. Further training and/or education is likely to add to your success in this area. Your high standards and quest for the best can increase your achievements. You have the capacity to blend idealism and realism; visions and pragmatism.

Ceres is trine the Midheaven.

______
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The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Harrisburg, PA; Washington, DC; Richmond, VA; Rochester, NY.

Your willingness to work hard can be a vocational asset. Your family might assist your career. A feelings for plants, protection, nurturance or sustenance could contribute to your work. You can be of service through your work. Your concern for accuracy can enhance your accomplishments. Your good craftsmanship and determination to do things RIGHT are vocational aids. You probably have skills at organization. You are likely to be responsible and a good worker. You can be sensible about vocational planning in this area.

A mentoring figure might enhance your career. You can get along well with colleagues. You are probably practical and realistic, yet have a good balance between caring and common sense.

Pallas is square the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following city: Las Vegas, NV.

Love needs may conflict with work demands. Equalitarian instincts may be at odds with the desire for control. Duty may vie with relaxation. Authorities may seem at odds with fair play/justice. Worldly demands may compete with your desire for balance. You may feel torn between doing and observing. You may feel uncomfortable at trying to keep up appearances. You may compare and contrast too much, putting off decisive action.

You may feel torn between having a career and a relationship. Worldly ambitions might pull you away from artistic interests (and vice versa). A partner may seem to separate you from your work (or vice versa). A partner or partnership may pull you from a parent or parenting duties (and vice versa). Effort may vie with ease. Aesthetic interests may not seem compatible with practical necessities until you make a place in life for both. You may feel torn between firm, solid answers and weighing alternatives; sometimes one is more appropriate than the other. You are learning to blend firm control and authority with equalitarian, accepting attitudes.

Pallas is sextile the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: South Bend, IN; Montgomery, AL; Huntsville, AL; Birmingham, AL; Evansville, IN.

Your sense of fair play may assist your career. Your aesthetic ability could aid your vocational aspirations. Your competitive spirit might further your success. Your capacity to compare and contrast could enhance your work in this area.

Your reality quotient might assist your artistic endeavors here. Your practicality might enhance your relationships. Your ability to understand the limits might support your quest for balance. You may feel comfortable keeping up appearances. Authorities may assist your social contacts.

Your relationships may support your career. You know when to be an equal and when to take charge. A partner may contribute to your success. Authorities may help you to share.

You can be artistic as well as practical. You know when to think/observe and when to act/accomplish. You can balance work duties and love needs. Your sense of fair play can help you deal sensibly with the world.

Juno is opposite the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following city: Eureka, CA.

Emotional commitments may represent security to you and the drive for partnership is highlighted here (forming one or deepening an existing one). You may be very attached to family. You are learning to balance equalitarian instincts and parental drives, along with compromising between emotions and common sense.

You may be very artistic in your home environment, but could feel that aesthetic involvements pull you from worldly success. Competitive interactions or power struggles may affect your domestic life. Perhaps your desire for authority or the power needs of others seem incompatible with sharing resources fairly. Joint finances could affect your career aspirations. A mate or spouse may influence your ambitions. You might feel that emotional commitments pull you away from career demands (or vice versa). You are learning to balance your needs for love and work.

Juno is trine the Midheaven.

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect.

Your emotional intensity may assist your career. Your aesthetic ability could aid your vocational aspirations. Your relationship(s) might contribute to your success. Your competitive spirit might further your achievements. Your ability to look beneath the surface could enhance your work.

Your reality quotient might assist your artistic endeavors. Your practicality might enhance your relationships. Your ability to understand the limits might support your quest for intimacy. You may be motivated to keep up appearances (look good). Authorities might further your social contacts.

You know when to be an equal and when to take charge. Partners may contribute to your work. Authorities may help you to share resources and/or finances. You know when to be sensible and when to deal with intense emotions. Your intimacy instincts can help you be successful in the working world. Joint
financial involvements may help you to be more practical. You can balance love needs and work duties.

Vesta is opposite the Midheaven.

The aspect is close to exact for the following city: Yakima, WA.

A focus on health or healing may be significant in your life. Your work might involve basic security, food, shelter, clothing, land. You might work out of your home, make your home into a job, feel pulled between domestic and vocational demands, or work in a family business. You can be quite organized and precise in your home environment and might do too much for others (especially if you do not trust other people to be as thorough, dedicated or correct as you can be). Criticism or nitpicking might be an issue with those you love (from you to them or from them toward you). Your fix-it orientation could be constructively directed toward repairs in the home or a practical approach to family matters which does not diminish warmth and caring. You need tasks on which you can focus completely and thoroughly, getting everything done just right!

The following cities are near the most harmony aspect lines: Harrisburg, PA and Richmond, VA and Rochester, NY and Albuquerque, NM.

The following cities are near the most conflict aspect lines: Altoona, PA and Lynchburg, VA.

The Sun has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: The Moon, Mars, Neptune, Ceres and Vesta.

The Moon has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, Venus, Neptune, Juno and Vesta.

Venus has conflict aspects to 6 planets in your natal chart: The Moon, Mars, Saturn, Juno, Vesta and Node.

Mars has conflict aspects to 6 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune and Vesta.

Saturn has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: Venus, Mars, Neptune, Pluto and Ceres.

Neptune has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, The Moon, Mars, Saturn and Vesta.

Vesta has conflict aspects to 6 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, The Moon, Venus, Mars, Neptune and Pallas.
The Sun is square the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Rochester, NY; Altoona, PA; Lynchburg, VA.

Your family obligations may conflict with your self-esteem. Nurturing figures may challenge your need to shine. Perhaps you feel parents or your role as a parent block your capacity to play. Your domestic duties may compete with your inner child. Your dependency relationships may conflict with your creativity. Your nurturing needs may challenge your drive for excitement. Your caretaking instincts may compete with your need for recreation until you create space in your life for both. Your desire for safety may vie with your speculative, risk-taking side. Choose the times each is more appropriate. You may feel ambivalent about putting a lot of energy into family matters. Your pride or need to be a star may interfere with domestic duties. Your power drives may clash with your urge to support and protect. You are learning to make sure you are appreciated and appreciative within the family matrix.

The Sun is trine the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Chihuahua, Mexico; El Paso, TX; Albuquerque, NM.

Your family may encourage and enhance your self-esteem. Family feelings may be strong and family members mutually encouraging. Your supportive qualities may augment your authority. Your willingness to provide assistance may bring you positive attention. If female, your husband may be helpful around the house. Your inner child helps you to understand your family. Your fun-loving spirit can be an asset within the family matrix. Playful activities with any children are likely to be enjoyable. Creativity assists your relationships with kinfolk. Your roots or background might contribute to your pride. Nurturing figures could encourage your zest and enthusiasm for life. Warmth, love and strong family connections are possible.

The Moon is square the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Kelowna, BC, Canada; Santa Barbara, CA; Fresno, CA; Reno, NV; Yakima, WA.

Your nurturing instincts may compete with your dependency needs. Your nurturing instincts could conflict with your vulnerabilities. Your emotional needs may compete with your aspirations for your home. You may feel ambivalent about having a family. Women, family or emotional issues could create tensions. Your family duties may seem at odds with your moods and feelings. Your emotions may be easily aroused, but hard to express. Old feelings about your early nurturing experiences may surface and have to be dealt with. You may feel torn about parenting, unsure how much you want to commit emotionally to other people. You may be more moody than usual in this area. You are likely to confront some old, ingrained habit patterns which may require revision. You are learning to create a balance between protecting others and being able to be vulnerable and lean on others when appropriate.

The Moon is trine the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Eau Claire, WI; Cedar Rapids, IA; Monroe, LA; Duluth, MN; Jefferson City, MO; Little Rock, AR; Rochester, MN.

Your nurturing instincts are highlighted in this area. Caretaking instincts flow easily into expression. Your habit patterns may be helpful in your home. Your need for security may accentuate your protective instincts. Women, emotions or family contribute to your domestic satisfaction. Your roots may contribute to your sense of emotional adequacy and safety in the world. Your caretaking instincts could amplify your warmth and compassion. Your receptivity may assist nurturing figures. Your dependency/nurturance needs are met by your roots and family connections. Your caretaking instincts flow easily into your home. You may make a habit of protectiveness.

Nurturing figures could contribute to your sense of safety and encourage your caretaking instincts. Parental figures may reinforce your vulnerabilities, with family connections amplifying your dependency needs. You can keep family members mutually supportive. Your habit patterns can reinforce your caring and warmth.

Mercury is square the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: San Luis Potosi, Mexico; Amarillo, TX.

Nurturing figures think or communicate very differently from you. Your home aspirations could be challenged through communication issues. Perhaps there is an unequal division of listening and talking in your home. Perhaps your domestic duties clash with your social needs. Perhaps you feel torn between saying what you are thinking and protecting everyone’s feelings by remaining silent. Your protective instincts could conflict with your logic and rationality. Your need to feel safe might compete with your adaptability/flexibility. Your family connections could be challenged by social or casual contacts. Clashes with relatives are possible (especially in terms of thinking, communicating or nurturing issues).

Your moody, cautious side may compete with your lighthearted side; keep room for both. Your nurturing instincts could clash with your casual and flippant side until you integrate them. Your security needs may compete with your desire for variety---your need to protect competing with your restless desire to learn more. Logic may conflict with emotional needs; perhaps you feel torn between thinking and feeling.

Your perceptiveness or awareness may bother family members or what you perceive may differ considerably from what other family members observe. Logic may not
offer the best route to family connections. Learning and knowledge-seeking may pull you away from family. Transportation snafus could affect your home. Paperwork, commerce or media may seem an impediment to your family matrix. Keeping a balance between objectivity and warmth toward your family is the challenge.

Mercury is sextile the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities:
Quebec, QU, Canada; Providence, RI; Manchester, NH; Concord, NH; Montpelier, VT.

Your nurturing instinct supports your urge to communicate. Social contacts could contribute to your home. Your family aspirations can be aided by your communication skills. Your information-gathering skills aid your caretaking. Your adaptability and flexibility can enhance your home. Your logic assists your parental relations. Your willingness to learn aids and abets your family connections. You can be objective about emotional ties. Your communicative abilities help you get along with family members. Dexterity/listening/talking may enhance your family ties. You can be realistic and logical about domestic issues. Your emotional foundation can be strengthened through objective thinking. The media, business or finger dexterity could enhance your home. Your mind can help you protect and look after others. Your family may encourage you to learn, study, teach and use your mind. Relatives might make a contribution to your home. Your protective instincts probably reinforce your seeking of knowledge. Your skill at comparing and contrasting may enhance your dealings with nurturing figures. Your perceptiveness and awareness of everything around you can contribute to your family connections. Your thinking and mental skills can strengthen your family ties. Your eagerness to learn will increase your degree of caring and warmth.

Venus is square the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities:
San Jose, CA; Everett, WA; Seattle, WA; San Francisco, CA; Tacoma, WA; Eugene, OR.

Nurturing instincts may conflict with sweetness. Women may challenge you domestically. Family demands may compete with being sweet and affectionate. Kinfolk may make financial demands upon you. Domestic duties may compete with your desire for pleasure. Family needs may compete with personal sensual indulgences. Nurturing figures may seem at odds with your urge for comfort or ease. Parents or parenting urges may clash with your beauty needs.

You may feel torn between your role as a parent and your role as a partner, or there may be tension between your partner and your parent. Women, indulgence, or the urge for ease could challenge your domestic satisfaction. Your protective instincts may seem incompatible with sweetness and affection. Financial strains and adjustments may be necessary in your home.

Financial fluctuation is possible in your family. Predictability and stability may be a challenge to achieve in your home.

Venus is sextile the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Shreveport, LA; Mankato, MN; Beaumont, TX; St Cloud, MN; Ft Smith, AR; Kenora, ON, Canada.

Your urge for comfort or ease may support nurturing figures. You can be affectionate toward parental figures and be pleasant in the parental role yourself. Your family is likely to contribute to your pleasure in life; sweetness may pervade interactions with family members. Your nurturing instincts may aid a drive for stability or predictability. Parental figures may assist you financially (or vice versa). You are likely to seek security in terms of money. Your home (or land, real estate, women, the public) may contribute to your financial base.

Your desire for pleasure may enhance your home environment. Beauty skills may enhance your home. Your protective instincts may strengthen your sensuality. Women may assist you in establishing a home. Pleasure-seeking could contribute to your home. Material goods and resources may enhance your home efforts. You can be moody in regard to pleasure-seeking. You are likely to enjoy family connections and seek to create more beauty and grace through and in your home.

Mars is square the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Altoona, PA; Raleigh, NC; Buffalo, NY; Lynchburg, VA; Toronto, ON, Canada.

You may clash with nurturing figures. Domestic duties may incite your anger. Caretaking instincts could compete with loner instincts until you make room in life for both. Your immediate impulses may conflict with the drive to be safe and secure. Your desires may seem at odds with nurturing needs. Your emotional attachments may conflict with independence, but both are important to you. Assertive drives may compete with a desire for family connections. Your emotional vulnerabilities may compete with personal assertion. You may have to strive for patience, particularly with family. What you want may seem to clash with family needs and desires.

You may feel restless in terms of your home, unsure you want to settle down. Your independent side may put you at odds with parents (or your parenting role). You may feel ambivalent between going your own way versus being supportive. Your home aspirations may seem at odds with being independent. Males may challenge your home arrangements. Spontaneity may vie with cautious protection in your life. Assertion issues will affect your home. Nurturing issues may arouse your irritation. Your immediate needs and desires may seem to separate you from family connections ambitions. Your personal will may feel at odds with your family matrix.
You may get angry at family members. You may find yourself opposing nurturing figures. Men may challenge your domestic focus. You are learning to balance your personal needs for expressions with your caretaking instincts and desire for emotional support. It is possible for you to express your independence within a caring, committed context.

Mars is sextile the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following city: Albuquerque, NM.

Nurturing figures may feed your self-assertion and expression. Your spontaneous instincts incline toward taking care of others. Assertion may be an asset in your family matrix. Independence may be helpful with your family members. Your immediate impulses may enhance your connection to your roots. Self-expression aids your emotional connections. You can be yourself (meeting your own needs) and still relate well to parents and handle parenting duties yourself.

Men may contribute to your home. Owning your own power will enhance your home. Your energy and enthusiasm pour easily into family-centered activities. You can be quite confident about family needs, yet your independence aids your capacity to care for others. You can blend spontaneity and safety instincts. You can balance independence and attachments. You can get along with nurturing figures. Your courage, pioneering spirit and spontaneity enhance your family connections. Emotional attachments feed your self-expression and willingness to take action. Your nurturing quotient may reinforce your assertive instincts.

Jupiter is trine the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Harrisburg, PA; Richmond, VA; Rochester, NY; Altoona, PA.

Nurturing figures may support your ideals and goals. You and your parent(s) may agree in terms of morality, beliefs and principles. Your family may be in harmony with your world view. Your beliefs and values may enhance your home. Your faith and optimism may contribute to your family sharing. Your enlarged perspective may enhance your family ties. Your faith may advance your aspirations for your home or family. Your philosophy and religion could contribute to your roots. Your quest for the truth could be a family asset. A desire for emotional closeness may fuel your seeking, exploring side. Family members may encourage education, spiritual quests, or anything which seeks more understanding of life’s meaning. Your roots offer a safe foundation from which to adventure, exploring the world and seeking the best.

You can blend optimism and caution. A willingness to risk can enhance your family connections. You are able to blend security and risk, safety and variety. Your ideals and goals may reinforce your nurturing spirit.

Your philosophy or religion may feed your caretaking instincts. Faith and optimism may enhance your home. A drive for truth and meaning may contribute to your family. Your ideals and goals may feed a sense of protection. Your capacity to visualize the best and focus on the positive can aid good relations with family members. Optimism and a willingness to explore can enhance your family ties. Your caretaking quotient feeds your faith (and vice versa). Your searching and seeking can contribute to your family matrix.

Saturn is square the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Lynchburg, VA; Toronto, ON, Canada; Hamilton, ON, Canada; Roanoke, VA; Pittsburgh, PA; Miami, FL.

You may clash with nurturing figures over issues of control or discipline. Disagreements about responsibilities could affect your home. Pessimism or critical judgment could affect your domestic environment. The wisdom of the past is not always appropriate in your home. Over or underdoing sensible limits could affect your family relationships. You may have to work at being practical about home demands. You may have to learn patience in your handling of family issues. Too much or too little effort may threaten your emotional foundation. Domestically, you may feel torn in regard to how much responsibility to take on. You may feel ambivalent about your home commitments. Family members may challenge you around issues of control or authority.

Your desire for safety and solidity may be at odds with your family’s needs. You could be at odds with parents (or your parental role). Discipline/effort issues may create disagreements within your home. You may feel restricted by family connections needs or protective instincts. You might feel pulled in two different directions regarding emotional ties. Your experience may feel opposite to what your family wants. You may feel ambivalent about taking charge domestically. Career ambitions may pull you away from home requirements (or vice versa). You might overdo or undo contracting instincts and the desire to solidify gains. You may experience conflicts with nurturing figures. Time management and responsibility could be home challenges. You might feel ambivalent about the handling of power in your home. Issues of effort and discipline could affect your family relations. You may swing between two much and too little effort at home until you learn to balance.

Saturn is trine the IC.

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect.

Your sense of responsibility can contribute to your home. Your practicality can be an asset within your family. Your willingness to learn through doing may contribute to your emotional security. Your executive instincts may further your domestic accomplishments (and vice versa). Your discipline and willingness to work...
assist your family relations. Your ability to understand essential limits can contribute to your home. Your pragmatism may help you in your familial relationships.

Your sense of responsibility can strengthen your family ties. Nurturing figures may contribute to your home environment. Your willingness to work can enhance your family matrix. Your family may support your executive ambitions. People who depend on you may support your ambitions. You have a good sense of when to consolidate your gains. You can balance compassion and pragmatism.

_Uranus is sextile the IC._

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Biloxi, MS; Gulfport, MS; Thunder Bay, ON, Canada; Hattiesburg, MS; Madison, WI; Peoria, IL; Merida, Mexico; Springfield, IL; Memphis, TN.

Your individuality may be an asset in family relations. Your inventiveness could support your sense of emotional safety and adequacy. An open mind facilitates your family connections. Your need for freedom can fuel your compassionate urges. Your willingness to be different may help you deal with family. Your objectivity and detachment can help you domestically. The unexpected could contribute to your family matrix. Nurturing figures may support your originality and new perspectives. Humanitarian instincts may enhance your emotional connections.

Your originality can contribute to your home. Your family may contribute to humanitarian or new age causes/principles. Your feel for the future may enhance your domestic environment. The "cutting edge," technology or progress could substantially improve your home. The unexpected may contribute to your family matrix. Your inventiveness may aid relationships with parents or your own skill in the parent role. You can be objective and detached about your home and family connections. You can bring together the old and the new for best results.

_Neptune is conjunct the IC._

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Richmond, VA; Rochester, NY; Altoona, PA.

You have an intense connection to the world of the sublime in this area. You may have strong talent for beauty, aesthetics, healing or anything compassionate and inspired. You are apt to be quite sensitive, and may pick up feelings (even illnesses) from others. You need to practice "psychic self-protection" by knowing when to close the invisible door between yourself and others. (Illness is also possible if you deny your dependency needs--an unconscious route to getting some tender, loving care.) You naturally flow into an empathic connection with all of humanity.

You may bounce back to feelings from your early environment about beauty and ideals. Parental images (idealistic, religious, helping, healing or artistic OR escapist, martyred, weak, passive) could affect your current faith in life. Your ability to tune into a dream of infinite love and beauty will be affected by your early nurturing experiences.

You may idealize mothering, motherhood, the home, the homeland, or the nurturing role. There is no such thing as a cosmic womb. No one can be everything to another person. That road leads to self-sacrifice and martyrdom. Your spirit is fed through art, and through assisting others, but you must also take time alone to process your feelings, and be sure that you choose people who will give you support as well as receiving yours.

You may bounce between too much idealism and too much realism, between excessive compassion and too much pragmatism. Your magical, mystical, visualizing capacity may not seem to fit into the "real world" yet you need to combine intuition and reality-testing (material proofs). Your imagination can contribute to your vocation.

Authorities may be at odds with your dreamy, imaginative side and you could feel torn between taking control and letting life happen on faith. You are learning to balance your merging, unifying side with an awareness of material limits and boundaries.

_Pluto is sextile the IC._

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Augusta, GA; Havana, Cuba; Tampa, FL; St Petersburg, FL.

Your intensity may contribute to your home environment. Your desire for power may strengthen your emotional foundation. Your organizational skills could aid your family connections. You have good endurance and followthrough for family matters. Children and mates may cooperate well together. Your self-discipline and self-control enhance your protectiveness. Your probing instincts could enhance your handling of family matters. Parents may encourage your confrontational skills. Compassion might enhance your dealing with shared resources and pleasures. You can be fiercely loyal to family (and vice versa).

Your mate may be supportive of your home. Nurturing figures may encourage your yen to dig beneath the surface. You are apt to value discipline and self-control within the home. You want to build things to LAST in the domestic arena. You may cope well in intensely emotional situations. You can be quite thorough, purposeful and organized when dealing with feelings. Your sensitivity can enhance your dealing with shared resources and pleasures. A mate could help out other family members.

_Charon is trine the IC._

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities:
You may feel torn between having a home and a committed partnership. Family needs may pull you away from artistic interests (and vice versa). Love needs/a partner may seem to separate you from other family members (and vice versa). You may compare, contrast, weigh alternatives a lot in your home life. You may be very artistic in your home environment.

**Pallas is trine the IC.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: South Bend, IN; Montgomery, AL; Huntsville, AL; Birmingham, AL; Evansville, IN.

Your aesthetic ability could improve your domestic environment. Your feeling for beauty pours easily into your home. Your competitive instincts might advance your domestic achievements. Your capacity to compare and contrast could enhance your nest. Your caretaking instincts might assist your artistic endeavors. You may feel comfortable keeping up appearances. Nurturing figures may assist your social contacts and involvement with aesthetics.

Your partnerships may support your home. You know when to be an equal and when to be parental (or parented). Your sense of fair play contribute to harmony with family. You can be quite supportive to family (and they to you). You may have more empathy and a feeling for balance in this area. Partners may contribute to your domestic tranquility. Your partner may get along well with your family (and vice versa). Nurturing figures may help you to share. You can balance parenting duties and partnership duties. Your desire for justice can help you deal sensibly with family members. Your capacity to contrast and compare can assist your emotional ties.

**Juno is conjunct the IC.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following city: Eureka, CA.

Emotional commitments may represent security to you and the drive for partnership is highlighted here (forming one or deepening an existing one). You may be very attached to family. You are learning to balance equalitarian instincts and parental drives, along with compromising between emotions and common sense.

You may be very artistic in your home environment, but could feel that aesthetic involvements pull you from worldly success. You need beauty, grace and harmony in your nest; they refresh you and support your spirits.

Competitive interactions or power struggles may affect your domestic life. Perhaps your desire for authority or the power needs of others seem incompatible with sharing resources fairly. Joint finances could affect your career aspirations. A mate or spouse may influence your ambitions. You might feel that emotional commitments pull you away from career demands (and vice versa). You are learning to balance your needs for love
and work.

Juno is sextile the IC.

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect.

Your emotional intensity may add depth to your home. Your competitive needs might advance your family connections. Your ability to look beneath the surface could enhance your family relations. Your compassion might assist your artistic endeavors and your aesthetic ability could aid your domestic aspirations. You may feel comfortable keeping up appearances. Nurturing figures may assist your social contacts and aesthetic involvements.

Your partner may support your home. You know when to be an equal and when to take care of others. Partners may cooperate well with children (and vice versa) or be of assistance to other family members. Your nurturing spirit might enhance your partnership(s). Parental figures may help you to share resources/finances. Your intimacy instincts can help you be successful within the family. Joint financial involvements may contribute to family safety.

Vesta is conjunct the IC.

The aspect is close to exact for the following city: Yakima, WA.

This region highlights efficiency issues in your home. One person may be doing all the work, feeling burdened, frustrated and alienated. Perhaps someone is compulsively neat, picky, or unconsciously running to illness to escape working. Others might then work harder to pick up the slack. In such cases, the work attitude (critical, flaw-finding) can easily slip into close emotional attachments. Know when to accept people and situations as they are, and when (and how) to seek improvements.

A focus on health or healing may be significant in your life. Your work might involve basic security, food, shelter, clothing, land. You might work out of your home, make your home into a job, feel pulled between domestic and vocational demands, or work in a family business. You can be quite organized and precise in your home environment and might do too much for others (especially if you do not trust other people to be as thorough, dedicated or correct as you can be). Criticism or nitpicking might be an issue with those you love (from you to them or from them toward you). Your fix-it orientation could be constructively directed toward repairs in the home or a practical approach to family matters which does not diminish warmth and caring.

The following cities are near the most harmony aspect lines: Harrisburg, PA and Richmond, VA and Rochester, NY and Albuquerque, NM.

The following cities are near the most conflict aspect lines: Altoona, PA and Lynchburg, VA.

The Sun has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: The Moon, Mars, Neptune, Ceres and Vesta.

The Moon has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, Venus, Neptune, Juno and Vesta.

Venus has conflict aspects to 6 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, Mars, Saturn, Juno, Vesta and Node.

Mars has conflict aspects to 6 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune and Vesta.

Saturn has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: Venus, Mars, Neptune, Pluto and Ceres.

Neptune has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, The Moon, Mars, Saturn and Vesta.

Vesta has conflict aspects to 6 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, The Moon, Venus, Mars, Neptune and Pallas.
The Sun is opposite the Ascendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Kenora, ON; Canada; Duluth, MN; Madison, WI; Rockford, IL; Milwaukee, WI; Chicago, IL; Indianapolis, IN; Louisville, KY; Chattanooga, TN; Atlanta, GA; Columbus, GA; Macon, GA; Tampa, FL; St Petersburg, FL.

You are dealing with issues of ego, self-esteem, creativity and self-expression within your close, one-to-one relationships in this region. You may attract partners who are self-centered, egotistical, charming, dynamic, magnetic, exciting and larger than life. You could play the groupie role to someone else’s Star (or vice versa). One danger would be denying your own charisma, experiencing excitement and thrills only through other people. Another danger is letting ego needs overwhelm relationships.

The goal is to be able to share the limelight with close partners. If each of you finds the other exciting, stimulating, and worthy of applause, the relationship works well. You spur each other on to higher, larger and greater efforts. Your love bond can be intense, passionate, eager and enthusiastic. You can become each other’s best fans, constantly urging one another to believe, to try, to risk and applauding one another’s successes. Discover and strengthen your charisma through interactions with others.

The Moon is conjunct the Ascendant.

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect.

Your emotional nature is in focus here, but you may sometimes feel torn between spontaneous expression, versus holding back until you feel safe. You could come across as moody if you swing between letting it all hang out and protecting your vulnerabilities.

You are also working on the balance between independence and closeness. You are likely to identify with nurturing, caretaking, security or protection. Home and family will probably be important to you here. However, you may choose to nurture only in your own way, on your own terms. This might mean sometimes you are alone in your parenting role. Another option is dependency, where you directly look for others to care for you. Generally, you will seek situations where you can be independent as well as emotionally involved.

You need a sense of security (emotional and physical) and may respond more to habit patterns and homing instincts. You can be receptive, gentle, caring and supportive while still maintaining your individuality.

The Moon is sextile the Ascendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Chicoutimi, QU, Canada; Bangor, ME.

You want very much to act in harmony with the needs of your family and people who depend upon you. You are instinctively seeking balance between self-assertion, dependency and nurturance. You probably appreciate your need for security and look for ways to further your attachments without sacrificing your independence.

You may be naturally receptive, concerned with issues of vulnerability, caretaking and emotional support in this region. You may seem moody as you can be cautious and inward, as well as direct and spontaneous. Many of your actions could be based on habit patterns; be sure you have built in positive habits. You are likely to feel strongly about protecting yourself and others.

Mercury is opposite the Ascendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Victoria, BC, Canada; Seattle, WA; Tacoma, WA; Portland, OR; Las Vegas, NV; Phoenix, AZ; Hermosillo, Mexico.

This area highlights your mind and ability to think and communicate through your peer relationships. You are apt to be attracted to people initially for their mental prowess, communication skills, agility, flexibility, objectivity or detachment. If you unconsciously expect your partner or other people to express this part of life for you, you may even believe that those people around you are "smarter" or better at communicating. Your partner might be too lighthearted, too casual, too flippant. An associate could be too cool, detached or rationalizing.

By sharing these themes in your close associations, you can have good communication and get involved with people who are mentally stimulating. You can always be learning from and teaching one another. You may enjoy repartee, puns, jokes, trivia or other mind games. You can laugh together, share a youthful attitude and be able to discuss almost anything. You need to exercise your mind and tongue in this region.

Venus is trine the Ascendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Montpelier, VT; Concord, NH; Manchester, NH; Boston, MA; Worcester, MA; Providence, RI.

Your immediate impulses tend toward pleasure-seeking in this region. You may be more sensual and attracted to material gratification. You probably appreciate stability and predictability, looking for a smooth, easy flow in life. You could be a bit indulgent (of self and/or others).

You might express yourself through tangible forms of beauty, making money, or collecting possessions. Your instincts flow toward physical resources and pleasures. You might beautify your personal appearance.

You can be charming, diplomatic and sweet. You are able to put people at ease and tend to focus on the positive in interactions. With peacemaking capacities highlighted, you could be easygoing and prefer to avoid
any unpleasantness. You might compromise too much on occasion, but will be oriented toward creating harmony and balance.

**Mars is conjunct the Ascendant.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Kenora, ON, Canada; Duluth, MN; St Paul, MN; Minneapolis, MN; Eau Claire, WI; Rochester, MN; Dubuque, IA; Davenport, IA; Cedar Rapids, IA; Rockford, IL; Madison, WI; Peoria, IL; Springfield, IL; Milwaukee, WI; Evansville, IN; Louisville, KY; Nashville, TN; Huntsville, AL; Birmingham, AL; Chattanooga, TN; Columbus, GA; Montgomery, AL; Atlanta, GA.

You need to express yourself. Spontaneity is more accentuated here, and you are likely to be assertive.

Your desire nature is in focus; you probably prefer immediate gratification. You may be impatient, or subject to irritation and anger. Regular physical activity (sports, working out, etc.) is advisable to release any pent-up energy. You will detest being confined or held in. You can be quite independent and are likely to have a strong sense of personal rights.

You need to feel you can do your own thing in this area, and have direct power and control. You may tend to operate as a loner, but probably have high energy. You are apt to direct, forthright, and courageous.

**Jupiter is trine the Ascendant.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Eureka, CA; San Francisco, CA; San Jose, CA; Santa Barbara, CA.

This region accentuates your desire to act in support of your ideals and goals. Your personal action may further a philosophy, religion or spiritual quest. Your ideals affect what you do and how you see yourself. Moral probity and a high standard of ethics are probably important to you here. You may expect a lot of yourself, and may want to be THE BEST, to do your best.

You are likely to be optimistic, confident and outgoing. Because you trust in the future, you are willing to take risks in seeking truth, wisdom and broadened horizons. You may view the world as an arena for growth and larger than life experiences. You can be quite generous, cheerful and possess a wide range of knowledge. You may instinctively make the most of your opportunities in this area.

**Saturn is opposite the Ascendant.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Kenora, ON, Canada; Duluth, MN; St Paul, MN; Minneapolis, MN; Rochester, MN; Eau Claire, WI; Dubuque, IA; Davenport, IA; Peoria, IL; Springfield, IL; Rockford, IL; Madison, WI; Peoria, IL; Springfield, IL; Milwaukee, WI; Milwaukee, WI; Eau Claire, WI; St Paul, MN; Minneapolis, MN; Rochester, MN; Duluth, MN; St Paul, MN; Rockford, IL; Madison, WI; Peoria, IL; Springfield, IL; Milwaukee, WI; Evansville, IN; Louisville, KY; Nashville, TN; Huntsville, AL; Birmingham, AL; Chattanooga, TN; Columbus, GA; Montgomery, AL; Atlanta, GA.

This area emphasizes issues of authority, power, limits, anxiety, control, fear, time, responsibility and competence in relationships. One option is avoiding relationships for fear of being controlled, hurt, put-down or rejected. Another choice is to attract a "father figure"—someone who seems strong, responsible, stable, dependable and usually ends up dominating, dictatorial and demanding. Or, you may unconsciously adopt the "father" role and attract people who want to lay all their burdens on your shoulder and hand the responsibility for their lives over to you.

The key issue is SHARED responsibility and competence. You may work with people—either a people-oriented profession (e.g., counseling, consulting, personnel, etc.) or literally sharing a job or tasks with a partner. This helps to channel the judgmental, flaw-finding focus into the physical tasks, rather than into picking one another apart as people. You may also work AT your relationships, seeking to constantly improve, strengthen and lengthen your commitments. As long as both people are motivated in this direction, it works well. You can be quite willing to be practical and realistic about relationship issues, facing facts squarely and willing to work at making things better. This area highlights your sense of responsibility within interpersonal exchanges.

**Uranus is conjunct the Ascendant.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Fredericton, NB, Canada; St John, NB, Canada; Moncton, NB, Canada.

You are likely to be an individualist, with freedom drives accentuated in this area. You can be quite original, inventive or eccentric and are apt to resist being tied down, pinned down or hemmed in. You are willing to take risks, especially to go "where no one has gone before" in terms of your thinking. You are drawn by the future, by limitless possibilities.

Humanitarian instincts may come naturally to you now. With a broad perspective, you appreciate equality, rights, and issues of justice, but can be detached in terms of one-on-one encounters.

You may become personally active in astrology, electronics, new age activities, groups, social causes, or anything unique or on the cutting edge of change and technology.

**Uranus is sextile the Ascendant.**

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect.

This region highlights freedom, individuality, and inventiveness. You may encourage that in others as well as yourself. With an innovative bent accentuated, you
can bring fresh perspectives to stale problems or situations. You may contact a wide variety of people, perhaps through groups, networking social causes, or a circle of very different friends.

You will be attracted by the future, with an optimistic tendency to believe that the best is yet to come. You appreciate novelty and variety more and are likely to seek much stimulation and excitement in this region. The new has more appeal than the old; you thrive on growth and change.

**Neptune is square the Ascendant.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Duluth, MN; Madison, WI; Milwaukee, WI; Rockford, IL; Chicago, IL; Indianapolis, IN; Louisville, KY; Chattanooga, TN; Atlanta, GA; Macon, GA; Tampa, FL; St Petersburg, FL; Orlando, FL; Miami, FL.

This region highlights the balance between self-assertion and self-sacrifice. Your personal needs may conflict with a desire to rescue, to save and to succor. You may not be sure when to look after yourself and when to take care of the universe. You probably give too much to others on occasion, and expect too much from them at other times.

You may be physically sensitive, and should be cautious with drugs (including prescription) and alcohol. You might act impulsively against your intuition, but with practice can tune into your inner wisdom and be "led" to do the right thing.

You need to become personally active in a quest for infinite love and beauty. This could include involvement with philanthropy or compassionate activities. It could include artistic endeavors, especially grace in motion (e.g., dancing, skating, gymnastics, etc.) It would include idealistic pursuits which strive to improve the world. You need to be personally inspired and inspiring.

**Neptune is trine the Ascendant.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Eureka, CA; San Francisco, CA; San Jose, CA.

This area highlights acting on behalf of your visions, imagination, idealism or aesthetic creativity. You may literally move with beauty or strive to be compassionate, empathic, or gentle in your self-expression.

Your faith or capacity to merge with something Higher in life nourishes your sense of identity and willingness to be who you are. You can appreciateUnion, while retaining personal individuality. Your yearning for infinite love and beauty may tempt you toward escapism if the "real world" seems imperfect or ugly. Or, you might fall into savior/victim (rescuer/enabler) scripts, seeking to be everything to someone, or expecting another to bring you "heaven on earth."

You can be quite sensitive, intuitive, and graceful here. Music, art, nature, and spiritual activities increase your physical vitality and nourish your ability to take direct, expressive action.

**Pluto is sextile the Ascendant.**

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect.

Your emotions are apt to be more intense in this region. Self-mastery probably appeals to you, but you may experience extremes (least versus famine) in your handling of food, alcohol, money, and pleasures. Sexual and sensual drives are likely to be marked, yet you wish control as well as indulgence.

You will be drawn toward an intimate connection with a mate, and have the ability to share well. By acknowledging your independence and need for control as well as your mate’s, you can work out reasonable compromises and opportunities to take turns taking charge.

You will want your personal actions to probe, to dig out secrets, to uncover what is hidden, to get to the bottom of things. This region highlights investigative urges, so you may wish to illuminate, clarify and transform your own inner motives as well as those of other people.

**Chiron is trine the Ascendant.**

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect.

This region accentuates your desire to seek the truth, and an urge to expand your horizons. Whether drawn toward religion, education, travel or other adventurous, exploratory activities, you will thrive in an atmosphere of intellectual stimulation and going beyond traditional limits.

You need to act on behalf of high ideals and may be seeking perfection (perhaps demanding too much from yourself, other people or life in general). You can enjoy experimenting and taking risks; you are eager to increase freedom on many levels.

**Ceres is sextile the Ascendant.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Eureka, CA; San Francisco, CA; San Jose, CA; Santa Barbara, CA.

You may personally support nurturing, caretaking activities in this region. You could express through a "mother earth" role, or receive assistance and support from family members. A mothering figure might help you get what you want in life.

Your energy goes toward productivity and getting the job done. You may become active in supporting health, improvement, efficiency and competence. Your immediate impulses probably sway toward being
practical and helpful. You may be more skilled at analysis or handling details and could increase your talent for nutrition, healing or craftsmanship.

Pallas is conjunct the Ascendant.

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect.

Your drive for equality is in high focus here. You may be willing to fight for fair play, for justice, and for balance and even-handedness. This could include a competitive streak that is best directed to sports, games, business or fighting for causes. (It is not advisable to compete in relationships intended to be cooperative.)

You may get very personally involved with aesthetic or artistic endeavors. You could develop a talent for art or for creating beauty. You may be more sensitive to line, form, balance and harmony--particularly visual or graphic arts such as photography, design, decorating, architecture, painting, etc. You may increase your physical grace or attractiveness.

You are apt to identify with relationships, to learn about yourself through interactions with others. Having a partner is more important to you here; you make it a priority. You are working on the balance between personal and interpersonal needs. The challenge is to share the power equally with someone else, neither demanding everything on your terms, nor giving in totally to someone else's preferences. Taking turns will help to keep a balance.

Pallas is sextile the Ascendant.

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect.

You are likely to act on behalf of balance, justice, harmony or beauty. You could become more physically graceful or involved in active forms of aesthetics. You might fight for fair play or equal opportunity in this area.

You can relate well to people, having an instinctive appreciation of other people's viewpoints. You enjoy the give-and-take in relationships. Cooperation as well as competition offer forums for you to express yourself and interact with others. You can be quite just, equalitarian and objective in this region.

Juno is sextile the Ascendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Kelowna, BC, Canada; Spokane, WA; Lewiston, ID; Twin Falls, ID; Ogden, UT; Provo, UT; Salt Lake City, UT; El Paso, TX; Chihuahua, Mexico; Torreon, Mexico; San Luis Potosi, Mexico.

You are likely to seek interactions with others, and harmony with a partner (e.g., spouse) is quite possible. Your instinctive grasp of the ebb-and-flow in relationships is highlighted; you understand the need for compromise and taking turns with each other. You have a knack for maintaining independence within the context of a deep, emotional tie. Intimacy nourishes you.

Your energy flows easily into aesthetic activities (especially on the visual level). Your eye for line, form, color or balance may become increasingly skilled. Grace and charm are accentuated here.

Vesta is sextile the Ascendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Calgary, AB, Canada; Great Falls, MT; Helena, MT; Bozeman, MT; Denver, CO; Boulder, CO; Pueblo, CO; Colorado Springs, CO; Lubbock, TX.

Your personal action flows into efficient functioning--on the body and in the job. You are motivated to do things well, to achieve tangible results in the world. You can be dedicated, hardworking, sensible and painstaking in this region.

You may be drawn to regimes which improve your health, or could be active in fields of nutrition, healing, crafts, repairs, etc. Your instinct for finding flaws is accented and may help you to decide what will enhance the situation. You can act with thoroughness and planning.

Juno is sextile the Ascendant.

The following cities are near the most harmony aspect lines: San Jose, CA and San Francisco, CA and Eureka, CA.

The following cities are near the most conflict aspect lines: St Petersburgh, FL and Duluth, MN.

The Sun has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: The Moon, Mars, Neptune, Ceres and Vesta.

The Moon has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, Venus, Neptune, Juno and Vesta.

Venus has conflict aspects to 6 planets in your natal chart: The Moon, Mars, Saturn, Juno, Vesta and Node.

Mars has conflict aspects to 6 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune and Vesta.

Saturn has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: Venus, Mars, Neptune, Pluto and Ceres.

Neptune has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, The Moon, Mars, Saturn and Vesta.

Vesta has conflict aspects to 6 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, The Moon, Venus, Mars, Neptune and Pallas.
The Sun is conjunct the Descendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Kenora, ON, Canada; Duluth, MN; Madison, WI; Rockford, IL; Milwaukee, WI; Chicago, IL; Indianapolis, IN; Louisville, KY; Chattanooga, TN; Atlanta, GA; Columbus, GA; Macon, GA; Tampa, FL; St Petersburg, FL.

You are dealing with issues of ego, self-esteem, creativity and self-expression within your close, one-to-one relationships in this region. You may attract partners who are self-centered, egotistical, charming, dynamic, magnetic, exciting and larger than life. You could play the groupie role to someone else’s Star (or vice versa). One danger would be denying your own charisma, experiencing excitement and thrills only through other people. Another danger is letting ego needs overwhelm relationships.

The goal is to be able to share the limelight with close partners. If each of you finds the other exciting, stimulating, and worthy of applause, the relationship works well. You spur each other on to higher, larger and greater efforts. Your love bond can be intense, passionate, eager and enthusiastic. You can become each other’s best fans, constantly urging one another to believe, to try, to risk and applauding one another’s successes.

The Moon is opposite the Descendant.

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect.

Your emotional nature is in focus here, but you may sometimes feel torn between spontaneous expression, versus holding back until you feel safe. You could feel across as moody if you swing between letting it all hang out and protecting your vulnerabilities.

You are also working on the balance between independence and closeness. You are likely to identify with nurturing, caretaking, security or protection. Home and family may be more important in this area, or simply the desire for an emotional attachment. You may feel torn between dependency versus nurturing in relationships; a bit of both is advisable. Generally, you need associations in which you can be independent as well as emotionally involved.

You need a sense of security (emotional and physical) and may respond more to habit patterns and homing instincts. Your relationships should feed your dependency needs. You can nurture and be nurtured by a partner. You can balance assertion and assistance in relationships. Your associates may compensate for your vulnerabilities. Others appreciate your homing instincts. Your relationships support your receptivity. Intuition and sensitivity are important relating tools for you here.

Mercury is conjunct the Descendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Victoria, BC, Canada; Seattle, WA; Tacoma, WA; Portland, OR; Las Vegas, NV; Phoenix, AZ; Hermosillo, Mexico.

This area highlights your mind and ability to think and communicate through your peer relationships. You are apt to be attracted to people initially for their mental prowess, communication skills, agility, flexibility, objectivity or detachment. If you unconsciously expect your partner or other people to express this part of life for you, you may even believe that those people around you are "smarter" or better at communicating. Your partner might be too lighthearted, too casual, too flippant. A partner could be too cool, detached or rationalizing.

By sharing these themes in your close associations, you can have good communication and get involved with people who are mentally stimulating. You can always be learning from and teaching one another. You may enjoy repartee, puns, jokes, trivia or other mind games. You can laugh together, share a youthful attitude and be able to discuss almost anything.

Venus is sextile the Descendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Montpelier, VT; Concord, NH; Manchester, NH; Boston, MA; Worcester, MA; Providence, RI.

A partner may feed your desire for pleasure. Your relating needs promote sensuality. Your attachments support the urge for comfort/ease. Your significant other may be attracted to involvement with tangible beauty, hedonism, money or grace and harmony. People close to you may appreciate your stability/predictability. You savor/favor sweetness in others. You prefer pleasantness-seeking to establish a smooth, easy flow within your relationships. You enjoy material gratification with partners.

Mars is opposite the Descendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Kenora, ON, Canada; Duluth, MN; St Paul, MN; Minneapolis, MN; Eau Claire, WI; Rochester, MN; Dubuque, IA; Davenport, IA; Cedar Rapids, IA; Rockford, IL; Madison, WI; Peoria, IL; Springfield, IL; Milwaukee, WI; Evansville, IN; Louisville, KY; Nashville, TN; Huntsville, AL; Birmingham, AL; Chattanooga, TN; Columbus, GA; Montgomery, AL; Atlanta, GA.
You need to express yourself. Spontaneity is more accentuated here, and you are likely to be assertive.

Your desire nature is in focus; you probably prefer immediate gratification. You may be impatient, or subject to irritation and anger. Regular physical activity (sports, working out, etc.) is advisable to release any pent-up energy. You will detest being confined or held in. You can be quite independent and are likely to have a strong sense of personal rights. This can present a challenge in terms of close, sharing relationships. You are capable of commitment; just be sure your individuality is acknowledged and you have room to breathe.

You need to feel you can do your own thing in this area, and have direct power and control. You will want to do some things on your own. Separate space will be more important; don't expect a "couple" or togetherness mentality here. Your partners will need to appreciate your directness and courage.

**Jupiter is sextile the Descendant.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Eureka, CA; San Francisco, CA; San Jose, CA; Santa Barbara, CA.

Your partner may support your ideals and goals. Your associations may contribute to philosophy/religion/spiritual quests. Those you love need to support your beliefs. Your partner may feed your values. Morality/ethics contribute to positive flow in your associations. Your significant other favors optimism. A quest for the truth helps you build better relationships. Partners may feed your drive for expanded horizons. Humor enhances your exchanges with other people. You can make the most of interpersonal opportunities.

**Saturn is conjunct the Descendant.**

The area emphasizes issues of authority, power, limits, anxiety, control, fear, time, responsibility and competence in relationships. One option is avoiding relationships for fear of being controlled, hurt, put-down or rejected. Another choice is to marry a "father figure"--someone who seems strong, responsible, stable, dependable and usually ends up dominating, dictatorial and demanding. Or, you may unconsciously adopt the "father" role and attract people who want to lay all their burdens on your shoulder and hand the responsibility for their lives over to you.

The key issue is SHARED responsibility and competence. You may work with people--either a people-oriented profession (e.g., counseling, consulting, personnel, etc.) or literally sharing a job or tasks with a partner. This helps to channel the judgmental, flaw-finding focus into the physical tasks, rather than into picking one another apart as people. You may also work AT your relationships, seeking to constantly improve, strengthen and lengthen your commitments. As long as both people are motivated in this direction, it works well. You can be quite willing to be practical and realistic about relationship issues, facing facts squarely and willing to work at making things better.

**Uranus is opposite the Descendant.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Fredericton, NB, Canada; St John, NB, Canada; Moncton, NB, Canada.

You are likely to be an individualist, with freedom drives accented in this area. You can be quite original, inventive or eccentric and are apt to resist being tied down, pinned down or hemmed in. This doesn’t mean relationships are impossible, but it does indicate that a high degree of independence is important. You will not deal well with possessiveness or someone trying to be a constant couple.

You are more willing to take risks, especially to go "where no one has gone before" in terms of your thinking. You are drawn by the future, by limitless possibilities. You may experiment with different possibilities in your associations with others. With a broad perspective, you appreciate equality, rights, and issues of justice, but can be detached in terms of one-on-one encounters. You are more focused on intellectual stimulation and objectivity than warmth and emotional intensity. Being friends with others is your best bet.

**Uranus is trine the Descendant.**

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect.

You support individuality within a committed matrix. You aid/assist freedom drives in yourself and others. Your partner may enjoy/appreciate your inventiveness. You like originality in your partner. Your coupling instincts are fed through humanitarian acts. You assist detachment in sharing interactions. You may share an interest in the future with a partner. Your associates enjoy/appreciate your eccentricity. You can be open and tolerant in interpersonal exchanges.

**Neptune is square the Descendant.**

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Duluth, MN; Madison, WI; Milwaukee, WI; Rockford, IL; Chicago, IL; Indianapolis, IN; Louisville, KY; Chattanooga, TN; Atlanta, GA; Macon, GA; Tampa, FL; St Petersburg, FL; Orlando, FL; Miami, FL.

Idealism (and rose-colored glasses) could be a
challenge in your relationships. Your quest for infinite love and beauty could pull you away from people, or away from clearly understanding interpersonal exchanges. Fantasies, dreams, or visions could influence your emotional ties. You might get involved with savior/victim (co-dependent) associations. Compassion may present a challenge for you, your partner, or both of you. You need to experience One-ness/Union within a relating context (without expecting heaven on earth all the time). You are capable of being deeply sensitive to the Higher Self within you and within potential partners; you and a partner can feed each other's souls.

Neptune is sextile the Descendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Eureka, CA; San Francisco, CA; San Jose, CA. You support idealism in relating. Your quest for infinite love and beauty seeks a shared outlet with another. Intuition may assist understanding in your interpersonal exchanges. You may be attracted to savior/victim entanglements. Others may appreciate or enjoy your compassion. Partners might feed your quest for Oneness/Union. Teamwork can enhance your visualization skills and imagination may be a helpful tool within your associations with others.

Pluto is trine the Descendant.

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect. You support intensity in relating. You aid/assist the drive for self-mastery within yourself and your partner. You can enjoy intimacy with others. Your desire to share can feed your sexual needs/drives. You are eager to transform within relationships. Knowing when to forgive and forget is important for you and your partner. You may attract someone probing, intense and emotional.

Chiron is sextile the Descendant.

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect. You are attracted to people who always want to know MORE. You support the quest for perfection in partnership. You can go beyond known boundaries in interpersonal exchanges. You enjoy/appreciate experimenting and taking risks in relationships. Your relating needs promote freedom within commitment.

Ceres is trine the Descendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Eureka, CA; San Francisco, CA; San Jose, CA; Santa Barbara, CA. Your partner may feed your nurturing instincts. You seek to handle relationships with quiet competence. Your relationships may contribute to your health (positively or negatively). Your associates may feed your drive for productivity. You can balance love and work, ease and effort. You can enjoy/appreciate your partner's analytical capacities. A nurturing or parental figure may assist your relationships, or a partner may be helpful to you in sharing caretaking tasks or protective activities.

Pallas is opposite the Descendant.

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect. You are apt to identify with relationships, to learn about yourself through interactions with others. Having a partner is more important to you here; you make it a priority. You are working on the balance between personal and interpersonal needs. The challenge is to share the power equally with someone else, neither demanding everything on your terms, nor giving in totally to someone else's preferences. Taking turns will help to keep a balance.

Pallas is trine the Descendant.

No major cities are close to the line of this aspect. You relate best on an equal level. Your partner may be aesthetically talented. You can enjoy/appreciate your competition. Justice could be highlighted in your associations with others. You support balance and harmony in relationships. This placement highlights a desire for sharing and an orientation toward fair play. Partnership is a priority. You may enjoy comparing and contrasting people, or weighing pros and cons with those you love.

Juno is trine the Descendant.

The aspect is close to exact for the following cities: Kelowna, BC, Canada; Spokane, WA; Lewiston, ID; Twin Falls, ID; Ogden, UT; Provo, UT; Salt Lake City, UT; El Paso, TX; Chihuahua, Mexico; Torreon, Mexico; San Luis Potosi, Mexico. Marriage/partnership is likely to appeal to you. You are probably more focused on the positive potential of committed relationships. You may also feel a need to add to the beauty (especially visual) in the world. Other people may appreciate or enjoy sharing with you. You can be quite charming or graceful in people exchanges. Your relating needs promote intimacy.

Vesta is trine the Descendant.
The aspect is close to exact for the following cities:
Calgary, AB, Canada; Great Falls, MT; Helena, MT;
Bozeman, MT; Denver, CO; Boulder, CO; Pueblo, CO;
Colorado Springs, CO; Lubbock, TX.

Efficient functioning with other people matters to you. Your relationship may affect your health (pro or con). Your flaw-finding instincts can help your enhance your interpersonal exchanges. Partners may feed your pragmatism. Your partner may exhibit organizational skills. You can enjoy/appreciate a "fix-it" approach to relationships. You may sometimes exhibit tunnel vision in regard to other people. You need ways to measure progress in your associations, to see tangible evidence of improvement.

The following cities are near the most harmony aspect lines: San Jose, CA and San Francisco, CA and Eureka, CA.

The following cities are near the most conflict aspect lines: St Petersburg, FL and Duluth, MN.

The Sun has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: The Moon, Mars, Neptune, Ceres and Vesta.

The Moon has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, Venus, Neptune, Juno and Vesta.

Venus has conflict aspects to 6 planets in your natal chart: The Moon, Mars, Saturn, Juno, Vesta and Node.

Mars has conflict aspects to 6 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune and Vesta.

Saturn has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: Venus, Mars, Neptune, Pluto and Ceres.

Neptune has conflict aspects to 5 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, The Moon, Mars, Saturn and Vesta.

Vesta has conflict aspects to 6 planets in your natal chart: The Sun, The Moon, Venus, Mars, Neptune and Pallas.